make this Christmas
memorable

Christmas gifts
pralines
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dark chocolate ganache

hazelnut gianduja praline

INGREDIENTS

CUTTING AND ENROBING

INGREDIENTS

Once the ganache is hard enough to be cut,
remove the frame using a knife. Transfer it to the
guitar cutter and cut into 2 cm squares. Cut in
the first direction and remove the filling using the
guitar tray. Clean well the wires and the base
of the guitar. Cut in the opposite direction and
then remove the bonbons. Enrobe with precrystallized Carma® Dark Bourbon 50%.
Let the chocolate crystallize at 16-18°C and then
decorate using colored (green or red) Carma®
White Nuit Blanche 37% and pipe 2 crossing
strings. Make 2 loops on top to create the ribbon
using a cornett.

Carma® Carmaduja Hazelnut

Cream 35%
Glucose sirup
Sorbitol powder
Invert sugar
Butter
Carma® Cocoa Butter
Carma® Couverture Dark Bourbon 50%

267 g
61 g
66 g
29 g
53 g
40 g
481 g

PROCEDURE
1. Heat the cream with the sugars to 40°C.
2. Melt the chocolate couverture to 35°C in a
separate bowl.
3. Make sure the butter is at room temperature
(20°C).
4. Emulsify the liquid mixture with the couverture
Dark Bourbon 50% in 3 steps, then add in the
butter and blend the ingredients together, until
obtaining a stable emulsion.
5. P
 our the ganache into a frame lined with
a guitar sheet at the bottom.
6. Let the ganache crystallize for 24 hours at 16°C.

CUTTING AND ENROBING
700 g

FOR ENROBING
Carma® Couverture Milk Des Alpes 35% As needed

PROCEDURE
1. T ake your pre-crystallized milk couverture
and spread a thin layer on guitar sheet that is
suitable for a frame.
2. Pour your pre-crystallized gianduja in the
frame over the thin layer of milk couverture.
Spread the gianduja evenly and tap out the
air bubbles.
3. Let the gianduja crystallize for 24 hours at 16°C.
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Once the gianduja is hard enough to be cut,
remove the frame using a knife. Transfer it to the
guitar cutter and cut into 2 cm squares. Cut in
the first direction and remove the filling using the
guitar tray. Clean well the wires and the base of
the guitar. Cut in the opposite direction and then
remove the bonbons. Enrobe with pre-crystallized
Carma® Milk Des Alpes 35%.
Let the chocolate crystallize at 16-18°C and then
decorate using colored (green or red) Carma®
White Nuit Blanche 37% and pipe 2 crossing
strings. Make 2 loops on top to create the ribbon
using a cornett.

mulled wine
speculoos
peppermint
bonbon
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Gold Quintin 31%
ganache

speculoos
bonbon

INGREDIENTS

INGREDIENTS

Cream 35%
Glucose sirup
Sorbitol powder
Dextrose
Butter
Fleur de Sel
Carma® Couverture Gold Quintin 31%

70 g
12 g
18 g
12 g
10 g
1g
130 g

PROCEDURE
1. H
 eat the cream with the sugars to 40°C.
2. Melt the chocolate couverture to 35°C in
separate bowl.
3. Make sure the butter is at room temperature
(20°C).
4. Emulsify the liquid mixture with the Carma®
Gold Quintin 31% in 3 steps, then add in the
butter and blend the ingredients together, until
obtaining a stable emulsion.
5. U
 se at 27°C to pipe into the pre-casted moulds
with Carma® Gold Quintin 31%.
6. Let the ganache crystallize for 24 hours at 16°C
before adding the speculoos crunch.

Lotus speculoos spread
Carma® Couverture Gold Quintin 31%

250 g
125 g

PROCEDURE
1. M
 ix the speculoos spread with the melted
Carma® Gold Quintin 31%. Pipe the mixture
onto the ganache and let crystallize before
closing the mould.
2. Let the mould crystallize for 24 hours at 16°C.
3. Unmould the bonbons and place them on a
tray lined with seran wrap.
4. Spray the bonbons using a Mona Lisa® Creative
Gold Metallic Powder and alcohol mixture.
7. L eave aside to let the alcohol evaporate.
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mulled wine
bonbon
INGREDIENTS
Cream 35%
Port wine
Honey
Carma® Couverture Dark Bourbon 50%
Clarified Butter
Clove, ground
Orange zest
Lemon zest
Cinnamon Powder
Star Anise

PROCEDURE
165 g
50 g
35 g
315 g
20 g
1g
10 g
10 g
1g
1g

1. H
 eat the cream with the honey, spices and the
citrus zests to 80°C. Leave to infuse for 1 hour.
Pass it through a fine sieve and heat the cream
back to 40°C.
2. Melt the chocolate couverture to 35°C in a
separate bowl.
3. Make sure the butter is at room temperature
(20°C).
4. Emulsify the liquid mixture with the Carma®
Dark Bourbon 50% in 3 steps, then add in the
butter and blend the ingredients together, until
obtaining a stable emulsion.
5. U
 se at 27°C to pipe into the pre-casted moulds
with Carma® White Nuit Blanche 37%.
6. Let the ganache crystallize for 24 hours at 16°C.
7. T ake the pre-crystallized Carma® White Nuit
Blanche 37% and close the mould.
8 Unmould the bonbons and place them on a
tray lined with seran wrap, then place them in
the freezer for 10 minutes before spraying.
9. Spray the bonbons using red coloured cocoa
butter creating a velvet texture.

peppermint
bonbon
INGREDIENTS
Cream 35%
116 g
Glucose sirup
24 g
Sorbitol powder
16 g
Inverted Sugar
16 g
Butter
18 g
Carma® Couverture White Nuit Blanche 37% 190 g
Carma® Cocoa Butter
19 g
Peppermint Oil
10 drops

PROCEDURE
1. H
 eat the cream with the sugars to 40°C.
2. Melt the chocolate couverture and the cocoa
butter to 35°C in a separate bowl.
3. Make sure the butter is at room temperature
(20°C).
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4. Emulsify the liquid mixture with the Carma®
White Nuit Blanche 37% in 3 steps, then add in
the butter and blend the ingredients together,
until obtaining a stable emulsion.
5. U
 se at 27°C to pipe into the pre-casted moulds
with Carma® White Nuit Blanche 37%
6. Let the ganache crystallize for 24 hours at 16°C.
7. T ake the pre-crystallized Carma® White Nuit
Blanche 37% and close the mould.
8U
 nmould the bonbons and place them on a
tray lined with seran wrap, then place them in
the freezer for 10 minutes before spraying.
9. Spray the bonbons using green colored cocoa
butter creating a velvet texture.

snowflake
peak bar
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coconut and tonka bean ganache
INGREDIENTS

PROCEDURE

Glucose sirup
24 g
Sorbitol powder
16 g
Invert sugar
10 g
Butter
70 g
Carma® Couverture White Nuit Blanche 37% 240 g
Coconut puree (Boiron)
100 g
Carma® Cocoa Butter
15 g
Tonka Bean
4g

1. H
 eat the puree with the sugars and tonka to
40°C.
2. Melt the chocolate couverture to 35°C in a
separate bowl.
3. Make sure the butter is at room temperature
(20°C)
4. Emulsify the liquid mixture with the Carma®
White Nuit Blanche 37% in 3 steps, then add in
the butter and blend the ingredients together,
until obtaining a stable emulsion.
5. Use at 27°C to pipe into the pre-casted
Peak tablet mould with Carma® White Nuit
Blanche 37%
6. Let the ganache crystallize for 24 hours at 16°C.
7. t hen seal the mould using pre-crystallized
Carma White Nuit Blanche 37%.
8. Let the mould crystallize for 24 hours at 16°C.
9. Unmould the Peak tablets and place them on
a tray lined with seran wrap and place them in
the freezer for 10 minutes before spraying.
10. S pray the peak tablets velvety using white
colored Cocoa Butter
11. Let the peak tablets crystallize for 24 hours at
16°C.

snowflake
INGREDIENTS
Carma® Couverture White Nuit Blanche 37% 250 g
White Cocoa Butter
50 g

PROCEDURE
1. U
 sing a snowflake polycarbonate mould
place some precrystallized Carma® White Nuit
Blanche 37% into the mould with the help of a
brush to prevent any bubbles formation and to
ensure the couverture reaches all the cavities.
2. Let the mould crystallize for 24 hours at 16°C.
3. Unmould the snowflakes and place them on a
tray lined with seran wrap. Place them in the
freezer for 10 minutes.
4. Spray the peak tablets velvety using white
colored Cocoa Butter
5. Let the snowflakes crystallize for 24 hours at 16°C
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candy cane
peak bar
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marbled white
Nuit Blanche
effect

cranberry
ganache

INGREDIENTS
Carma® Couverture White Nuit Blanche 37%400 g
Red power flowers
8 Pcs

PROCEDURE
1. P
 repare the mix of Carma® White Nuit Blanche
37% with the Power Flowers, pre-crystallize to
29°C and reserve in a piping bag.
2. Fill the other piping bag with pre-crystallized
Carma® White Nuit Blanche 37%.
3. Pipe some of the red chocolate in the corner
of the peak mould making some lines.
Fill the mould with the Carma® White Nuit
Blanche 37% and empty ensuring the mould
has a very thin layer of marbled chocolate.
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INGREDIENTS

PROCEDURE

Greek Yogurt
70 g
Powdered Glucose (DE 21)
40 g
Sorbitol powder
20 g
Inverted Sugar
16 g
Butter
50 g
Cranberry Puree
50 g
Carma® Couverture White Nuit Blanche 37% 340 g

1. H
 eat the puree with the sugars to 40°C.
2. Melt the chocolate couverture to 35°C In a
separate bowl.
3. Make sure the butter is at room temperature
(20°C)
4. E
 mulsify the liquid mixture with the Carma®
White Nuit Blanche 37% in 3 steps, then add in
the butter and blend the ingredients together,
until obtaining a stable emulsion.
5. Use at 27°C to pipe into the pre-cast Peak tablet
mould with Carma® White Nuit Blanche 37%
6. Let the ganache crystallize for 24 hours at 16°C.
7. S eal the mould using pre-crystallized Carma®
White Nuit Blanche 37%.
8. Let the mould crystallize for 24 hours at 16°C.

Christmas lights
truffle pops
INGREDIENTS
Cream 35%
Glucose sirup
Sorbitol powder
Invert sugar
Butter
5 Spices mix
Carma® Couverture Dark Padera 55%

PROCEDURE
250g
58g
63g
33g
88g
1g
428g

FOR ASSEMBLY
Callebaut® Truffle shells
Mona Lisa® Creative Gold Metallic Powder
Mona Lisa® Creative Silver Metallic Powder
Mona Lisa® Creative Copper Metallic Powder
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Heat the cream, the spices, the butter and
the sugars together.
When the mixture reaches 70°C, pour it over
the Carma® Dark Padera 55%.
Emulsify to obtain a homogeneous mixture.
Use at 28°C

ASSEMBLY
Brush the Callebaut® Truffle shells with different
Mona Lisa glitter powders
Fill the truffles with the 5 Spices ganache and
let crystallise for 12 hours. Pipe pre crystallised
couverture on the opening and insert a
lollipop stick.

coffee &
cocoa golden
bûche de Noël
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coffee & cocoa
nibs brownie

Gold Quintin 31%
mousse

Gold Quintin 31%
glaze

INGREDIENTS

INGREDIENTS

INGREDIENTS

Butter
Sugar
Carma® Couverture Dark Padera 55%
Egg
Cocoa nibs
Flour
Coffee, ground

165g
250g
330g
165g
100g
160g
30g

PROCEDURE
1. B
 eat butter and sugar
2. Add the melted couverture at 35°C and
emulsify well. Slowly add egg and beat for
another minute.
3. Add sieved flour, cocoa nibs and coffee.
4. Line a baking tray with parchment paper and
pour on brownie batter.
5. B
 ake at 160°C for approx. 30 minutes.
6. Cut out the brownie to fit the desired mould
(smaller than the actual mould to have a
clean edge).

Whole milk
Carma® Couverture Gold Quintin 31%
Semi whipped cream
Gelatin 

100g
450g
375g
2g

Water
Cream 35%
Sugar
Carma® Couverture Gold Quintin 31%
Glucose sirup
Gelatin

PROCEDURE
1. B
 ring milk to 80°C.
2. Add the soaked gelatin and leave it to
dissolve.
3. Pour the liquid over the melted couverture
4. Emulsify with a hand blender.
5. B
 efore adding the whipped cream, make sure
the mixture has a temperature of 30 to 35°C.
5. W
 ith a spatula, carefully fold in the whipped
cream. Fill the mousse into the prepared
silicone moulds.

183g
450g
135g
1000g
165g
12g

PROCEDURE
1. P
 lace the gelatin in ice water.
2. Caramelize the sugars until golden.
3. Heat the liquids, then pour them on top of the
sugars in steps.
4. Once the sugar and liquid is combined and is
around 80°C remove from the heat and add
the gelatin.
5. P
 our it over the Carma® Gold Quintin 31%
couverture and mix until well emulsified.
6. Let the glaze rest in the fridge for 12 h
7. T he glaze is ready to be used at 28°C.
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snowflake
INGREDIENTS
Carma® Couverture Gold Quintin 31%

250g

PROCEDURE
1. U
 sing a snowflake polycarbonate mould,
place some pre-crystallized Carma® Gold
Quintin 31% into the mould with the help of a
brush to prevent any bubbles and to ensure the
couverture reaches all the cavities.
2. Let the mould crystallize for 24 hours at 16°C.

we foster the
ambitions of chefs to
make this Christmas
memorable
When a chocolate dessert or creation is
remembered, it’s a reason for customers to feel
special and to come back for more. To many
artisans & chefs, that’s the core challenge every
day. Our purpose lies in supporting all the chefs
who push themselves, their talent and their teams
to make every day a memorable one. We do it by
making chocolate couvertures that help them go
beyond what they dreamed of achieving.
Make this Christmas memorable.
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we drive sustainability
impact through chefs
& artisans
We are on a mission to grow our sustainable impact
on this planet. By working with farmers around the
world to grow sustainable cocoa and vanilla that
makes communities thrive.
By sourcing purest Swiss milk from trusted farmers,
respecting our environment, animal welfare and
bringing out the best of the Swiss taste.
By sourcing Swiss sugar that comes from farmers
who uphold the highest standards of sustainable
and environmentally-friendly production.
By looking at the ways we work with chocolate
and making sustainability a strong pillar of the Swiss
chocolate culture.
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